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}. INTRODUCTION 
The decision model DM of Hinderer [1, 2] is extended to treat the minimi-
zation of variance in the set of those plans, which guarantee the maximal 
expected profit. 
The well-known semi-Markovian decision model with discount (cf. 
Jewell [6], Howard [3], Osaki and Mine [8]) is formulated as such 
a decision model SMDM, and thus it is to be seen that there exists a 
deterministic stationary Markovian plan, depending only on states, which 
is expectation-optimal in the set of all plans, generally depending on all past 
states, actions and transition times between the states. This plan can be 
determined by a linear program or by value and plan iteration. 
Then we look for the minimization of variance in the set of expectation-
optimal plans. This problem, again, is formulated as a semi-Markovian 
decision model SMDMV, and thus results analogous to those mentioned 
above are obtained. Meanwhile similar questions were treated by Mandl [7] 
and Jaquette [4, 5], but with other tools and in a different context. [7] deals 
with absorbing and recurrent Markovian models, whereas the models and 
policies in [4, 5] are Markovian under discounting. Both papers use ex-
ponential transforms. 
1. THE GENERAL DECISION MODEL DM 
In this part we give results of Hinderer [I, 2] with a simplified finite 
action space, and in slight extension we add Lemma 1.4 and Theorem 1.12. 
DEFINITION 1.1. We call a tupel ((S, 6), (A,~), (Dn), (qn), (rn)) a 
decision model DM, if the following properties are given: 
(a) (S, 6) is the standard Borel state space with it's a-algebra. 
*This paper is an extract of the author's doctoral dissertation [9]. 
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(b) A is the finite action space, m: :=~(A) with ~(A) as the set of all 
subsets of A (by ":=" we mean the defining equality, and 0 will denote 
the empty set). 
(c) For all n EN (the set of natural numbers) we introduce n .. := 
S X A X ··· X S X A X S (2n- 1 factors) as the set of histories h .. := 
(s1 , a1 , ... , s .. _1 , an_1 , sn), sk E S, ak E A, k = 1, 2, ... , which can possibly 
have occured up to time n. The a-algebra of ll .. is ~n : = 6 @~(A) @ 
6 @ · · · @ 6 @~(A) @ 6. 
(d) The rangeD:= (Dn) is a set of mappings Dn: H .. ---+~(A)\0, 
defined on some Hn C lln, n EN. D .. and H .. are related by H 1 =Sand 
Hn+l := {(hn, a, s) EHn+1 : h .. E H .. , a E D .. (h .. ), s E S}, n > 1. For a 
present h .. E Hn, D .. (hn) is the set of admissible actions, and H .. may be 
interpreted as the permitted part of the history. 
(e) % is a probability on (S, 6), the initial distribution. For n EN, 
q .. is a transition probability from (Hn X A, ~ .. @~(A)) to (S, 6), the 
transition law between time n and n + 1. 
(f) (r n , n EN) is a sequence of extended real-valued~ .. @~(A) @ 6-
measurable functions. r n(h .. , a, s) evaluates the ·reward resulting from a 
transition h .. to s under action a. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A plan 7T is a sequence ( 7T n) of transition probabilities 
from (H .. ,~ .. ) to (A, ~(A)). The plan 7T is said to be deterministic, if the 7T11 
are concentrated on points J .. (hn) E A. This 7T will be denoted by f = {f .. ). 
According to a theorem of C. Ionescu-Tulcea, to: a given plan 7T there 
exists a unique probability measure Q,. on the space (H, ~) := (S X A X 
S X ···, 6@ ~(A)@ 6@ ... ). The structure of Q,.-integrals can be seen 
in [1]. For convenience, we denoteQ,.(B X A X S X ... ) by Pn,.(B), BE~ .. , 
and using a simplified symbolism for integration, we can write Q,. = 
q01r1q11r2q2 ... , and P .. ,. = q01r1q11r2 ••• 7Tn_1q .. _1 • In the same way, we symbolize 
the transition probability (7Tnqn7Tn+lqn+l "')(hn ; ·)by Q .. ,.(hn)· 
DEFINITION 1.3. A plan 7T is called almost sure admissible under range 
D(a.s. admissible), if 7Tn(h .. ; Dn(hn)) = 1 for Pn,.- a.a. hn E Hn, n EN. 
LID is the set of a.s. admissible plans. A plan 7T is called sure admissible under 
range D (admissible), if 7Tn(hn ; D .. (h .. )) = 1 for all hn E H .. , n EN. Ll is the 
set of admissible plans. 
Obviously we have L1 C JD. It is easy to see from the theorem oflonescu-
Tulcea, that P.,.,.(H.,.) = 1 for all n EN, 7T E JD. 
LEMMA 1.4. For 7T E JD there is a a E L1 with Q,. = Q0 • 
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Proof. For 1r E LlD, n E 1\1, let H.,rr E ~ .. be the set with P .. ,(H .. '") = 1, 
that fulfills 1r11(h11 ; D .. (h .. )) = 1 for h .. E H11". To n EN, h .. E H .. , choose 
a .. ( h .. ) E D .. (h .. ). With oa denoting the point-mass in a, we define the plan a by 
for h .. E H .. \H .. ", 
elsewhere. 
Using the theorem of Ionescu-Tulcea we confirm the assertion by induction. 
Let Xn be the projection from H to H .. , the history at time n. If they exist, 
let be: R .. (h) := L;= .. rk(hk, ak , sk+l), R(h) := R1(h), V" := E"R := 
J R dQ,' v .. ,(h .. ) := E,[R .. I Xn =h .. ] :=JR .. dQ .. ,(h .. ), n E 1\1, 7T E LlD. 
DEFINITION 1.5. If V,. : = sup,E.1D V" exists, We call the plan 7T* E L1 D 
expectation-optimal under range D (optimal). 
CoROLLARY 1.6. There exists an optimal plan in L1 D if and only if there 
exists one in L1, in which case for 7T E L1 D there is some a E L1 with E'"R = EaR. 
Now we are justified in restricting our attention to Ll. Hinderer [2, Lemma 
2.1] permits the definition of w .. + := sup,EdE,[R .. + I Xn =·]with Rn+ := 
L;=n rk +, r n + := max{r n , 0}, and T .. v := supaEDn(.) J q .. (., a; ds) v(., a, s), 
Tnk v:= T .. Tn+l ··· Tn+k-1v, n, kEN, for any integrabel function v. We 
introduce the important. 
AssuMPTION 1. 7. GV: J wl+ dqo < 00 and w .. + < oo, n EN. 
C+: limk T .. kwn+k.+ = 0, n EN. 
(GV = general assumption on values, C+ = convergence of positive rests). 
Henceforth GV will be presumed as valid, even if not mentioned explicitly. 
Reference [2, Lemma 3.1] affirms the existence of V .. ,(h .. ), and we intro-
duce v .. := sup'TTE.1 v11'1T' v := sup7TE.1 v"' n EN. [2, Satz 3.2], [2, Satz 3.3] 
and Rieder [10, Satz 4.1] prove the following results: 
LEMMA 1.8. 
(a) V., is universally measurable, and also universally measurable in all 
coordinates and couples of coordinates. 
(b) (V .. ) satisfies the optimality equation OE, i.e., 
LEMMA 1.9 [1, Theorem 15.2; 2, Satz 4.1]. Let c+ be given. Then for 
7T E L1 there is a deterministic f E L1 with V nt ~ V n" , n E N. 
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LEMMA 1.10 [1, Theorem 17.1]. If -oo < V < oo, the following three 
statements about 1r E L1 are equivalent: 
(a) 1r is optimal 
(b) V1, = V1 q0 - a.s. 
(c) V,, = V, P,,- a.s., n E 1\J. 
DEFINITION 1.11. For n E 1\J, h, E H, and a E D,(h,) define (L,v)(h,, a):= 
J q,(h,, a; ds) [r,(h,, a, s) + v(h .. , a, s)], and the extremal sets B :=(B.,) 
by B,(h,) :={a E D,(h,): a maximizes (L,V,+l)(h.,, ·)}. 
B is a range (since I A I < oo ). The following Theorem allows the descrip-
tion of the set of optimal plans by a range and will be basic for the minimiza-
tion of variance in the set of expectation optimal plans. A similar result is 
[7, Corollary 1]. 
THEOREM 1.12. Assume V > -00. 
(a) If 1r E L1 is optimal, we have 1r,(h, ; B,(h,)) = l for P,,-almost all 
h, E H,, n E 1\J. 
(b) If C+ is fulfilled and 1r E 41 has the property, that for all n EN and 
P,,-almost all h, E H, we have 1r,(h, ; B,(h,)) = 1, then 1r is optimal. 
Proof of (a). Let 1r E L1 be optimal, and suppose there is a set C, with 
P,,( C,) > 0, such that 1r,(h, ; B,(h,)) < 1 for all h, E C, . Using the OE we 
obtain for all h, E C, 
J 1r,(h,; da) (L,V,+l) (h,, a)< 1r,(h,; B,(h,)") V,(h,). 
B,.<h,.)• 
The sum yields a contradiction to the optimality of 1r, as from Lemma 1.10 
(c) (for n + 1) we get 
v,,(h,) = J TT,(h,; da) (L,.Vn+ln) (h, 'a)) 
= J 1r,(h,; da)(L,V,+l) (h,, a)< V,(h,) for a.a. h, E C, , 
and now look at Lemma 1.10 (c) (for n) again. 
With use of C+, we prove (b) in a constructive way: Let 1r E L1 be as 
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described in part (b). For all a E Bn(hn) we realize Vn(hn) = 
supbED (h >(LnVn+I)(hn, b) = (LnVn+l)(hn, a), and thus 
n n 
Vn(hn) = 7rn(hn; Bn(hn)) (LnVn+1) (hn, a) 
= J 7rn(hn; da) (LnVn+l) (hn, a) 
Bn(hn) 
for all n EN, Pnrr-a.a. hn E Hn . This and vn+l ~ wn+l.+ imply Vn(hn) ~ 
(An,O)(hn) + TnWn+l.+(hn) for Pn,-a.a. hn E Hn , n EN, where we define 
for any integrable function v (An,v)(hn) : = J 7r n(hn ; da) J qn(hn , a; ds) 
[r n(hn, a, s) + v(hn, a, s)]. By downward induction we get 
for qo-a.a. s E s, n EN, and as c+ guarantees limk Tlkwl+k.+ = 0, we have, 
by [1, Lemma 11.2] for q0-a.a. s E S V1(s) ~limn (111,112, · · • An_1,An,O)(s) = 
V1,(s), and now Lemma 1.10 (b) completes the Proof. 
DEFINITION 1.13. A DM is called Markovian, if Dn, qn, rn, n EN, 
depend on the history only by the present state, i.e., we have Dn(sn), 
qn(sn, an; ·), rn(sn, an, sn+l). Accordingly, we call a plan 1T E L1 Markovian, 
if it is well defined by writing Trn(sn; ·), hn E Hn with sn as the last state 
of hn , n EN. The set of Markovian plans out of L1 will be denoted as Lim . 
LEMMA 1.14. ([1, Theorem 18.1, 18.4, 18.2]). Let DM be Markovian. 
(a) For a plan 1T E L1 there is a a E Lim with va = v,. 
(b) Vn = sup,ELI Vn,, n EN. 
m 
(c) There is one and only one measurable extended real-valued map 
Vn': S ~ iR with Vn(hn) = Vn'(sn) for hn E Hn, n EN, which fulfills the 
reduced OE, i.e., for all s E S we have 
(d) Let C+ be fulfilled. A Markovian plan a E Lim is optimal, iff 
an(sn; Bn'(sn)) = 1 for Pn0 -a.a. hn E Hn, Sn as the last state, with Bn'(s) := 
{a E Dn(s): a maximizes (LnV~+1)(s, ·)}, n EN. 
(e) If c+ is given, for any plan 1T E L1 there is a deterministic Markovian 
plan f E Lim with V 1 ~ V, . 
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Part (d) and the finiteness of A assures the existence of an optimal plan, 
since for all h .. E H .. there is an an E B .. '(s .. ), and the maps J .. (h .. ) := a .. 
define a deterministic plan out of ..dm . 
2. THE VARIANCE OF THE RANDOM REWARD 
Till now we considered expectations of futural rewards. We are also 
interested in variances caused by expectation optimal plans. Let us construct 
a decision model DMV with identical state and action spaces and the same 
transition laws, but with the range of extremal sets and a reward function 
generating variances. 
Here we use ideas comparable to Jaquette's paper [5] on stationary 
Markovian models. The Assumptions 1.7 were made to ensure the existence 
of the expectations V .. ,(h .. ). Now we need assumptions for the second 
moments. 
AssUMPTION 2.1. Presume c+ and let ..d' be the set of opt£mal plans of DM. 
Assume, 
sup E,[Rn2 I Xn = ·] < oo, lim Tnk(sup E,[R~+k I Xn+k = ·]) = , 
7TELI' k "eA' n EN. 
These assumptions are fulfilled, if e.g., :L;;=l II rk II < oo, where we under-
stand II! II := SUPa: I f(x)l for any function f: X -.IR. We define z .. ,(h .. ) := 
E,[Rn2 l Xn =h .. ], hn EHn, nEN, 7TEA'. FromRn2 = r .. 2 + 2rnRn+l + R~+l 
for n EN, we get for h .. E H .. 
For 7T E ..d' we have v .. +l, = v .. +l P .. +l,-a.s. Now we introduce the functions 
(b .. ) by h .. := r .. [r .. + 2V .. +l], n EN. Notice, that under c+ r .. and v .. +l are 
bounded from above. For n EN, 7T E ..d', P .. ,-a.a. h .. E Hn we get 
We continue this operation with downward induction: 
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Using an induction and our assumption, we have 
~ lim Tnk sup Zn+krr = 0, 
k 7TE~' 
and so we get for 7T ELl', n EN, Pnrr-a.a. h., E Hn: 
0 ~ Znrr(hn) = L Err[bk(Xk+l) I Xn = hn]• 
k~n 
Thus the second moment is written as a sum of expectations. 
Now we form the decision model D MV for the minimization of variance 
in Ll', and the symbols of D MV are marked by a "'". 
DEFINITION 2.2. DMV is a DM with tuple 
((S', 6'), (A', ~'), (Dn'), (qn'), (r n')) := ((S, 6), (A, ~), (Bn), (qn), ( -bn)). 
By Theorem 1.12, just the almost sure admissible plans of DMV are 
optimal in DM, and these plans form Ll' (cf. Lemma 1.4). In DMV we get 
V' = suprrELI' V/ by maximization of V/ = J V{" dq0 , and this is the 
minimization of E77 [R2] = f Z1" dq0 = L::~1 Errbk(Xk+t) = - f V{" dq0 = 
-Vrr' over Ll'. For all plans 7T of Ll' we have Var,(R) = E77(R2)- (ErrR)2, 
and so we established· dynamic programming of the random reward's 
vanance. 
If DM is Markovian, so is DMV (notice 1.14 (c), (d)). Thus in looking 
for minimum variance plans in the set of maximum expectation plans, we 
can restrict ourselves to the set of deterministic Markovian plans. 
From Rn3 = rn3 + 3rnR~+l + 3rn2Rn+l + R~+l we realize the straight-
forward continuation of this chapter: We have Vnrr = Vn and Zn, = Zn 
for Pnrr-a.a. arguments, n EN, 7T ELl" (the set of DMV-optimal plans 7T in Ll'), 
thus 
With r~ := (rn3 + 3rnZn+l + 3rn2Vn+l) follows the formulation of the 
adequate model, which permits the maximization of the third moment in 
the set of maximum expectation, minimum variance plans, and so on. 
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3. THE SEMI-MARKOVIAN DECISION MODEL SMDM 
Let us introduce the well-known SMDM by the symbols (],(A;), Po, 
(p(i, a;j)), (F(i, a,j; ·)), (f(i, a,j)), (s(i, a,j)), ex). The finite set J consists of 
the states i, and for i is A; the set of admissible actions. In state i E J under 
action a E A; , p(i, a; j) is the probability for the next state being j E J, and 
the probability that this transition will be finished during the course of s 
further units of time is F(i, a, j; s). 
When reaching j, the amount f(i, a, j) is paid. During the course of this 
transition the rate s(i, a,j) is gained per unit of duration. By continuous 
discounting, an amount B payable at timet has the present value (at time 0) 
exp( -ext)B, ex > 0 is the discount factor. The probability for the system 
starting in state i is given by p0(i). SMDM turns out to be a stationary 
Markovian DM, if we use the following technical definition: 
DEFINITION 3.1. ofSMDM 
(a) (S, 6) := (IR x ], m ® ~(])), where m is the usual Borel field. 
sn = (t, i) E S symbolizes, that at time t from the beginning the state i E J 
is present. 
(b) A : = UieJ A; , I A; I < 00, i E ]. 
(c) D .. (h .. ) :=A; for h .. E H .. with s .. = (t, i). 
(d) q0(0, i) : = p0(i), i E J. 
q .. (hn, a; ·) := q(tn, in, a; ·, ·)for hn E Hn with Sn = (t .. , i .. ), a E A; , with 
q(t,i,a;B,j):=p(i,a;j) f<B-t)F(i,a,j;dx), iE], BEm, where ~e use 
(B - t) : = {x E IR: x + t E B}. We can write tn in terms of the inter state 
transition times xk , and get tn = L:~=l xk • 
(e) r .. (h .. , a, sn+l) : = exp( -ext) s(i, a, x, j), with s( i, a, x, j) : = f(i, a, j) X 
exp( -cxx) + s(i, a, j) 1/ex(l - exp( -cxx)), n EN, hn E H .. with sn = (t, i) and 
sn+1 = (t + x, j). For convenience, we introduce g(i, a) := LJ p(i, a; j) X 
J F(i, a, j; dx) s(i, a, x, j). To get the (natural) condition C+ fulfilled, we 
presume: 
ASSUMPTION 3.2. 
(a) II f II ~ c1 < oo, II s II ~ c2 < oo. 
(b) 0 < J xF(i, a,j; dx) < oo, i,j E J, a E A;. 
As an immediate consequence follows for the distributions F( ·) . -
minimumi,aeAi'1F(i, a,j; ·) and F(·) := maximumi,aeA,.iF(i, a,j; ·) and for 
the expected discountation for a transition from ito j under a, ex(i, a,j) := 
J exp( -cxx)F(i, a,j; dx): , 
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LEMMA 3.3. (a) 0 < J~ xF(dx) ~ J; xF(dx) < oo. 
(b) I g(i, a)[ ~ c1 + c2 J: xF(dx) < oo, i E ], a E Ai. 
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(c) 1 > f3 := f exp( -rxx)F(dx) ~ cx(i, a,j) ~ J exp( -rxx)F(dx) > 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. 
(a) E77R exists for all1r ELl, and 
K := (c1 + c2J xF(dx)) f f3k ~ [ E77R J. 
k~O 
(b) SUPrre.d Err I R I ~ K and Vn = SUPrre.d Err[Rn I Xn = ·] ~ K, n EN. 
(c) SMDMfulfills condition C+. 
Using the Theorem of Ionescu-Tulcea and Lemma 3.3, the proof of (a) 
is a matter of straightforward calculations, (b), (c) are immediate conse-
quences of (a) and 
Now we deduce the following results from Lemma 1.14. 
THEOREM 3.5. 
(a) For a plan 1T E Ll , there is a deterministic Markovian plan f E Ll m 
with v, ~ vrr. 
(b) For n EN, vn depends only on the Sn-part of hn' and is written 
Vn(tn, jn) for Sn = (tn, jn)· 
(c) For n EN, t E JR+, i E] we have Vn(t, i) = exp( -ext) V1(0, i). 
(d) With G(i) := V1(0, i), i E J, the OE is reduced to the form G(i) = 
maXaeAt {g(i, a) + LJ p(i, a; j) cx(i, a, j) G(j)}, i E]. 
(e) For n EN, hn E Hn with sn = (tn, in), the extremal sets are Bn(hn) = 
B(in), with B(i) :={a E Ai : g(i, a) + LJ p(i, a;j) cx(i, a,j) G(j) is maximal 
in Ai}· There exists an optimal deterministic stationary Markovian plan f = 
Un) ELl, which only depends on the last state out of]. This optimal plan has the 
formfn(hn) =f(jn), nEN, hnEHn with sn = (tn,jn)· The set of plans of 
this kind is finite. 
Proof. For parts (a) and (b) see 1.14 parts (e) and (c). To show part (c) we 
admit Markovian plans only, in accordance with 1.14 (a). For 1r E Lim, 
n EN, hn E Hn with sn = (t, j), we have 
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f exp(-cxt) L 7Tn(t,j; an) LP(j, an;jn+l) I F(j, an ,jn+Ii dxn+l) 
k=n 
exp(-cxxn+I) ··· LPUk-1, ak-1;jk) I F(jk-1, ak-1 ,jk; dxk) 
exp(-cxxk) L 7Tk (t + t Xm ,jk; ak)g(jk, ak)· 
m=n+1 
So we can write Vn,(hn) as a sum of terms, which depend on hn only by 
in = j and tn = t, and get by taking the supremum on both sides Vn(hn) = 
exp( -ex tn) V1(0, in)· Part (d): We have l.l4 (c) in the form 
Vn(t, i) =max lexp( -cxt)g(i, a)+ LP(i, a;j) I F(i, a,j; ds) Vn+l(t + s,j)l, 
aeAi ( 
and by part (c) above, the desired equation is obvious. Part (e): From the 
form in the proof of (d), we at once see the structure of the extremal sets. 
C+ is fulfilled. Due to 1.14 (d) a Markovian plan a is optimal, iff 
As I Ai I =I= 0, i E I, we have B(i) =I= 0, i E I, So let us define f: I~ A, 
i ~ f(i) := a; E B(i), i E I· By the theorem mentioned above, f is optimal. 
Notice, that f is independent from Po ; f : = (f, f, ... ) is a stationary, so 
called strongly optimal plan. 
Our task is to find an optimal plan for SMDM. We are justified to restrict 
ourselves to the finite set F of maps f: I~ A, f(i) E Ai, i E I. The Proof 
of part (e) was nonconstructive, as in general we do not know the B(i), 
which are determined by G(j) = sup,ELI V1,(0, j). Osaki and Mine [8] 
suggested the construction of stationary Markovian optimal plans via linear 
programming. Their method even work in our concept, which is more 
general regarding the structure of the SMDM. We sketch the method without 
Proofs, which in detail can be seen in [9]. Using the Kronecker symbol a, 
the linear program LP is: 
L L g(j, a) x(j, a) = max, 
iEJ aEA; X 
x(j, a) ~ 0, j E I, a E A 1 
L L [81k - cx(j, a, k) p(j, a; k)] x(j, a) = p0(k), k E I· 
jEJ aEA; 
It's usability is a consequence of 
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THEOREM 3.6. 
(a) There exist extreme solutions x of LP, that for j E ] either x(j, a) = 0 
for all a E A 1 , or there is exact one a1 E A 1 with x(j, a1) > 0 and x(j, a) = 0 
for all a -=1= a1 • Let I(x) := {j E]: there is an a1 E A1 with x(j, a;) > 0}. 
(b) To any extreme solution x of the form given in (a), we define f E F 
by f (j) : = a1 , j E I, and f (j) E A1 arbitrarily for j E ]\I. This f is optimal 
forSMDM. 
Thus linear programming establishes a solution of SMDM. Another 
well known method is the Howard iteration, also denoted as plan iteration: 
An arbitrary fo E F is improved to f1 , where we define f1 by the maximum 
points a;, i E J, of the map a- g(i, a)+ ".f.p(i, a;j) ot(i, a,j) G10(j), which 
is defined on A;, i E J, with G1(i) := V11(0, i). The Howard iteration may 
be accelerated by a preceding value iteration: Starting from G0(i) := 0, i E J, 
we compute G,(i) := maxaeA. {g(i, a)+ ".f.p(i, a;j) a(i, a,j) G .. _b)}, i E]. 
If G,. is "almost equal" G,_~, we take the function of these maximum 
points as f 0 • Till now we saved solving the solution of linear equation systems 
in G 1 and can hope to have a good initial fo . The convergence of G n to G 
can be verified (cf. Schal [11] for Theorems about "Wertiteration" and 
"Planiteration"). 
4. CoMPUTING THE VARIANCE OF SMDM 
According to Definitions 2.2 and 3.1, we introduce SMDMV. 
DEFINITION 4.1. SMDMV is a DM with tupel 
((S', 6'), (A', m'), (Dn'), (qn'), (r,.')) := 
(<~ x ], m@ ~{])), (U Ai, ~(A')), (Bn), (q,), (-b.,)), 
•eJ 
with b.,:= r,.(rn + 2Vn+l), where the Ai, Bn, qn, r, and Vn are as in 
Section 3, especially B,.(h.,) = B(j .. ). For Sn = (t, i) and an = a, sn+I = 
(t + x,j) we have from 3.5 (c), (d): 
bn(h.,, an, s.,+l) = -exp( -2at) s'(i, a, x, j) 
= exp( -2at) s(i, a, x, j) [s(i, a, x, j) + 2 exp( -otX) G(j)]. 
Thus we realize SMDMV to be a stationary Markovian decision model, 
of the same type as SMDM with A/ = B(i) and ot' = 2a. For convenience 
again, we introduce b(i, a) :o:= - L;1 p(i, a;j) J F(i, a,j; dx) s'(i, a, x,j), and 
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define {3(i, a,j) := J exp( -2rxx)F(i, a,j; dx). By separate integration of the 
parts of b(i, a), we realize b( ·, ·) to be bounded. To continue as in Chapter 2, 
we have to make sure Assumption 2.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. sup,eLI' E,[R2] < oo, Assumption 2.1 is fulfilled. 
Proof. From Assumption 3.2 we get 
:"( (cl + c2/rx)2 J (~1 exp( -rxtk) r dQ,' 
With tk = 2:~=1 Xu we try to give bounds for 
7TELl. 
The Theorem of lonescu-Tulcea shows the independence of the xk for a 
given history of states and actions. So the expectation above is equal to 
The expectation on the right can be regarded as the profit in a SMDM 
with f = 1, s = 0 and discountation rx, so by 3.4, it is bounded by a constant. 
The total expectation can be estimated by this constant and the expected 
profit of a SMDM with f- 1, s- 0 and discountation 2rx, which is bounded 
by another constant. The result is E,R2 < oo, 7T ELl. In the same way we 
get E,[R2 I x1 = i] < oo, i E]. As in Proposition 3.4 (c) we realize, that in 
SMDMV condition C+ is fulfilled (remember the similarity of structure). 
Now from the estimation above, we have 
7rELI' 7TELI' 1TEA' 11ELI' 
COROLLARY 4.3. 
(a) In SMDMV we have Vn'(hn) = exp(-2rxtn) G'(j:,.) for n EN~ 
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h .. E Hn with s .. = (t .. , j .. ), where G'(i) := V1'(0, i), i E J, and the reduced 
optimality equation is 
G'(i) = m~ l-b(i, a)+ LP(i, a;j) (3(i, a,j) G'(j)l . 
aEB(I) { J ~ 
(b) In SMDM exists a deterministic stationary Markovian plan, denoted 
by f E F, which is expectation optimal with minimum variance. 
(c) G,'(i) := V{1(0, i) = exp(2o:t) V~tChn), for n EN, fEF, h .. E H .. 
with sn = (t, i), fulfills the system 
G,'(i) = -b(i,f(i)) + LP(i,J(i);j) (3(i,J(i),j), G/(j) i E J. 
J 
This system of linear equations has an unique solution, and the variance to f is 
Var1(R) = - LJ p0(i) G,'(i) - (E1R)2• 
(d) The decision function fin (b) can be obtained by solving two linear 
programs, or by processing two Howard (value) iterations. 
As Assumption 2.1 is fulfilled, Corollary 4.3 (a), (b) is nothing but Theorem 
3.5 applied to SMDMV. We just have to watch the notational changes and 
the relationships between the models SMDM and SMDMV, such as for 
n EN, 7T ELl' - V~, = E, [L;~n exp( -2adk) b(jk, ak)l Xn = ·] = z .. , 
Pn,-a.s., and Var,(R) = f Z1, d%- V,2• Parts (c) and (d) are analogous to 
Theorem 3.6, and the linear program for this problem is LP': 
L L -b(j, o) .-r:(j, a) = max, 
jEJ aEB(j) X 
x(j, a) ~ 0, j E J, a E B(j), 
L L [oik - (3(j, a, k) p(j, a; k)] x(j, a) = p0(k), kE j. 
jEJ aEB(j) 
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